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Real time applications: playback applications (IV)

Intolerant applications must use a fixed offset delay, since any variation 
in the offset delay will introduce some distortion in the playback

For a given distribution of packet delays, this fixed offset delay must be 
larger than the absolute maximum delay, to avoid the possibility of late 
packets

Such an application can only set its offset delay appropriately if it is 
given a perfectly reliable upper bound on the maximum delay of each 
packet

We call a service characterized by a perfectly reliable upper bound on 
delay guaranteed service, and this service is proposed in IETF 
standards as the appropriate service model for intolerant playback 
applications

In contrast, tolerant applications need not set their offset delay greater 
than the absolute maximum delay, since they can tolerate some late 
packets
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Real time applications: playback applications (V)

For tolerant applications it can be applied a service model called 
predictive service which supplies a fairly reliable, but not perfectly 
reliable, delay bound

This bound, in contrast to the bound in the guaranteed service, is not 
based on worst case assumptions on the behavior of other flows

Instead, this bound might be computed with properly conservative 
(possibly statistical) predictions about the behavior of other flows

If the network turns out to be wrong and the bound is violated, the 
application's performance will perhaps suffer, but the users are willing to 
tolerate such interruptions in service in return for the presumed lower 
cost of the service
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Real time applications: playback applications (VI)

 It is clear that given a choice, with all other things being equal, an 
application would perform no worse with absolutely reliable bounds than 
with fairly reliable bounds

Why, then, do we offer predictive service?  

The key consideration here is efficiency; when one relaxes the service 
requirements from perfectly to fairly reliable bounds, this increases the 
level of network utilization that can be sustained, and thus the price of 
the predictive service will presumably be lower than that of guaranteed 
service

The predictive service class is motivated by the conjecture that the 
performance penalty will be small for tolerant applications but the overall 
efficiency gain will be quite large
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Elastic applications (I)
While real-time applications do not wait for late data to arrive, elastic applications 
will always wait for data to arrive
It is not that these applications are insensitive to delay; to the contrary, 
significantly increasing the delay of a packet will often harm the application's 
performance
Rather, the key point is that the application typically uses the arriving data 
immediately, rather than buffering it for some later time, and will always choose 
to wait for the incoming data rather than proceed without it
Because arriving data can be used immediately, these applications do not 
require any a priori characterization of the service in order for the  application to 
function
Generally speaking, it is likely that for a given distribution of packet delays, the 
perceived performance of elastic applications will depend more on the average 
delay than on the tail of the delay distribution
One can think of several categories of such elastic applications:  interactive burst 
(Telnet, NFS), interactive bulk transfer (FTP), and asynchronous bulk transfer 
(electronic mail, FAX)
The delay requirements of these elastic applications vary from rather demanding 
for interactive burst applications to rather lax for asynchronous bulk transfer, with 
interactive bulk transfer being intermediate between them
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Elastic applications (II)

An appropriate service model for elastic applications is to provide "as-
soon-as-possible", or ASAP service

For compatibility with historical usage, the term best-effort service is 
used as a synonym of ASAP service

By offering several classes of best-effort it is possible to serve 
appropriately the different delay sensitivities of different elastic 
applications

The multi-tier best-effort service model allows interactive burst 
applications to have lower delays than interactive bulk applications, 
which in turn would have lower delays than asynchronous bulk 
applications

In contrast to the real-time service models, applications using this service 
are not usually (but not necessarily) subject to admission control
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On the application taxonomy

The taxonomy of applications into tolerant playback, intolerant playback, 
and elastic is not a precise standard, it is a guideline for the proper 
classification of applications and the type of related service

Not all real-time applications are playback applications; for example, one 
might imagine a  visualization application which merely displayed the 
image encoded in each packet whenever it arrived

However, non-playback applications can still use either the guaranteed 
or predictive real-time service model

Similarly, playback applications cannot be neatly classified as either 
tolerant or intolerant, but rather fall along a continuum

Offering both guaranteed and predictive service allows applications to 
make their own tradeoff between fidelity, latency, and cost
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General service models: resource allocation

The network must allocate its resources among traffic flows to meet quality 
objectives
This allocation of resources can be negotiated on 

an individual flow-by-flow basis or
Taking into account traffic aggregates, i.e., individual traffic flows are grouped 
into service categories, if the have similar QoS requirements

As far as QoS is concerned, delay is one of the fundamental metrics and 
also packet loss is important
For resource allocation the quantity of primary interest in resource-sharing is 
aggregate bandwidth on individual links
Thus, this component of the service model, called link-sharing, addresses 
the question of how to share the aggregate bandwidth of a link among 
various collective entities
Link sharing can be carried out in various fashions

Multi-entity
Multi-protocol
Multi-service
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Multi-entity link-sharing

In multi-entity link-sharing a link may be purchased and used jointly 
by several client organizations

They may wish to insure that under overload the link is shared in a 
controlled way, for example in proportion to the capital investment of 
each entity

At the same time, they might wish that when the link is underloaded, 
any one of the entities could utilize all the idle bandwidth
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Multi-protocol link-sharing

Multi-protocol link-sharing aims at preventing that one protocol family 
(DECnet, IP, IPX, OSI, SNA, etc.) overloads the link excluding the 
other families

This is important because different families may have different 
methods of detecting and responding to congestion, and some 
methods may be more "aggressive" than others

This could lead to a situation in which one protocol backs off more 
rapidly than another under congestion, and ends up getting no 
bandwidth

Explicit control by routers is required

One might expect that this control should apply only under overload, 
while permitting an idle link to be used in any proportion
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Multi-service link-sharing

With multi-service sharing, within a protocol family such as IP, an 
administrator might wish to limit the fraction of bandwidth allocated to 
various service classes

For example, an administrator might wish to limit the amount of real-
time traffic to some fraction of the link, to avoid preempting elastic 
traffic such as FTP

In this way, it is possible to differentiate the service of different 
protocols and to guarantee the QoS objectives of all protocols
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Link-sharing, general considerations

In the link-sharing service model the aggregate bandwidth is shared 
according to some specified shares

For instance, a link could be divided between a number of 
organizations, each of which would divide the resulting allocation 
among a number of protocols, each of which would be divided among 
a number of services

Thus, it is possible to implement a hierarchical link sharing policy

Admission control is necessary to ensure that the real-time service 
commitments can be met

Similarly, admission control will again be necessary to ensure that the 
link-sharing commitments can be met

For each entity, admission control must keep the cumulative 
guaranteed and predictive traffic from exceeding the assigned link-
share
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Example: classes of relevant applications
Telephony service class is best suited for applications that require very low delay variation and are of 
constant rate, such as IP telephony (VoIP) and circuit emulation over IP applications
Signaling service class is best suited for peer-to-peer and client-server signaling and control functions 
using protocols such as SIP, SIP-T, H.323, H.248, and Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP)
Multimedia Conferencing service class is best suited for applications that require very low delay and 
have the ability to change encoding rate (rate adaptive), such as H.323/V2 and later video 
conferencing service
Real-Time Interactive service class is intended for interactive variable rate inelastic applications that 
require low jitter and loss and very low delay, such as interactive gaming applications that use 
RTP/UDP streams for game control commands, and video conferencing applications that do not have 
the ability to change encoding rates or to mark packets with different importance indications
Multimedia Streaming service class is best suited for variable rate elastic streaming media 
applications where a human is waiting for output and where the application has the capability to react 
to packet loss by reducing its transmission rate, such as streaming video and audio and webcast
Broadcast Video service class is best suited for inelastic streaming media applications that may be of 
constant or variable rate, requiring low jitter and very low packet loss, such as broadcast TV and live 
events, video surveillance, and security
Low-Latency Data service class is best suited for data processing applications where a human is 
waiting for output, such as web-based ordering or an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application
High-Throughput Data service class is best suited for store and forward applications such as
Low-Priority Data service class is intended for packet flows where bandwidth assurance is not 
required
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Examples of quality requirements of a set of relevant 
applications

Marzo 2006

Application Characteristics Tolerance to loss Tolerance to delay Tolerance to jitter

Network control Mostly inelastic Low Low Yes

Telephony Inelastic, low rate Very low Very low Very low

Signaling Shoret packets, delay critical Low Low Yes

Multimedia conferencing Reacts to loss Low medium Very low Low

Real-time interactive Inelastic, variable bit rate Low Very low Low

Multimedia streaming Elastic, variable bit rate Low medium Medium Yes

Broadcast video Inelastic, non variable bit rate Very low Medium Low

Low latency data Elastic, variable bit rate Low Low medium Yes

OAM Both elastic and inelastic Low Medium Yes

High throughput data Elastic Low Medium high Yes

Standard A bit of everything n.a n.a n.A

Low-priority data elastic High High yes
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The “infinite bandwidth” paradigm

The incredibly large carrying capacity of an optical fiber leads some to 
conclude that in the future bandwidth will be so abundant, ubiquitous, and 
cheap that there will be no communication delays other than the speed of 
light, and therefore there will be no need to reserve resources

However, this is impossible in the short term and unlikely in the medium term

While raw bandwidth may seem inexpensive, bandwidth provided as a 
network service is not likely to become so cheap that wasting it will be the 
most cost-effective design principle

Even if low-cost bandwidth does eventually become commonly available, it 
is neither proved nor likely that it will be available "everywhere" in the 
Internet

Unless we provide for the possibility of dealing with congested links, then 
real-time services will simply be precluded in those cases

This restriction is unacceptable

Therefore, the usage of bandwidth must be controlled
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The role of customers and providers

The end-to-end guarantee of packet delay and loss is very difficult

This is why delay-oriented and packet loss-oriented SLAs are not frequent

However, the demand for added-value transport services is increasing, 
especially from business and industry customers

Therefore operators are starting to offer more advanced SLAs (more 
frequently for important clients) including packet delay and packet loss in the 
SLA’s metrics

However, the process is difficult and it can be observed that in some cases 
the operator’s and the customer’s views are different and that finding a 
convergence is difficult
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Sample delay-oriented Service level Agreement (I)

This is an example of a real set of SLAs offered  by an operator

This offer is based on the Olympic Services framework

The Gold service is the best, the silver service is the second and the bronze 
service is the last

Note that the Best-Effort service is also offered, but no SLA is assigned to 
this service

SLA (QOS) Access link speed:

2.048 Mbit/s

MAX E2E delay

and maximum fraction p of 
packets that can exceed max 

delay

Access link speed:

4 Mbit/s

MAX E2E delay

and maximum fraction p of 
packets that can exceed max 

delay

...

Gold: d=90 ms, p=0.001 d=80 ms, p=0.001 ...

Silver: d=120 ms, p=0.001 d=100 ms, p=0.001 ...

Bronze: d=250 ms, p=0.001 d=210 ms, p=0.001 ...
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